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Recurrent neural networks have powerful computational capabilities, and are one
of the most important types in neurocomputing. By means of the projection method,
adding a small disturbing function to the objective function, the penalty method, and
the gradient method, this dissertation proposes several neural networks for solving
saddle point problems and minimum radius of ball-coverings problems, and investi-
gates the stability of the proposed networks by the LaSalle invariance principle and
the Lyapunov method, so as to design neural networks which avoid getting stuck in
the local minimum. It is divided into five chapters.
Chapter1 presents a survey of the study of optimization computing by neural net-
works, including the stability analysis for recurrent neural networks, and neural net-
works for solving saddle point problems and minimum radius of ball-coverings prob-
lems.
Chapter2 converts the solutions of saddle point problems in Hilbert spaces into
the equilibrium points of some dynamic system by means of the projection method,
and gives some conditions of global asymptotic stability by extending the LaSalle
invariance principle to Hilbert spaces. The results in this chapter are the theoretical
key links in the construction of the neural networks in the next two chapters.
In chapter3, it first proposes a neural network for constrained saddle point prob-
lems by means of the projection method, then shows that the proposed network is
globally asymptotically stable under some mild conditions. The proposed network
also can be applied to minimax problems involving discrete and continuous variables.
The proposed network contains those in [1, 2] as its special cases, and the obtained
stability results extend and weaken those in [2–5]. Simulation results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed network.
Chapter4 presents a neural network for saddle point problems by adding a small
disturbing function to the objective function, and shows that the proposed network is
globally exponentially stable and the solution of the problem is approximated globally
and exponentially, without any additional convexity assumptions. Thus, it can expo-















models in [1, 2] can not solve. Simulation results demonstrate further the effective-
ness of the proposed network.
Chapter5 first presents a formulation of minimum radius of ball-coverings of the
unit sphere inRn, then proposes a neural network based on the penalty method, and
shows that the trajectory of the network converges to the collection of the equilibria
and that the (strict) maximizers are equivalent to the (asymptotically) stable equilibria.
Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed network. And for
n + 1 and2n ball-coverings, it also presents exact minimum radius respectively.
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广泛的一类神经网络模型．自 1982年 Hopfield提出著名的 Hopfield神经网络































计算的神经网络模型，例如：Chua, Kennedy, Lin等基于罚函数法对 Hopfield
网络模型存在的问题进行修正，并用来求解一大类优化问题 [27–29]；Zhang,
Constantinides和 Cichocki, Unbehauen等提出基于（增广）Lagrange乘子法的
神经网络模型 [31–33]；Maa和 Shanblatt为了克服 Chua网络模型 [29] 中罚系
数趋于无穷大的缺点，提出一种两阶段优化神经网络模型 [35]；Xia, Wang等





























































































最近由程 [69, 70] 等率先提出并发展起来．它与其他从“整”球出发，用球
“覆盖”集合或用其他几何形体覆盖球的主题（如，Mazur交性质 [71]，装
球问题 [72, 73]，Plank问题 [74]，拓扑度问题 [75] 等）一起成为 Banach空间
几何学、凸分析和非线性泛函分析的重要组成部分．
一般 Banach空间中球覆盖的最少个数以及球覆盖的存在性特征已经由
程 [69, 70] 给出，特别地他证明了 n 维 Banach空间中球覆盖的最少球数为
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